INTELLECTUAL   LIFE   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
the Visigothic king, was surrounded by rhetoricians. The G?er-
manic kings, Wamba, Sisebert, Chindasvinth and Chintila were
also writers. Such authors as Eugenius of Toledo, John of Biclaro
and Isidore of Seville wrote in Latin, and in very good Latin too.1
Among the Franks, we must remember that King Chilperic
himself was the author of Latin poems.2
Lastly, we must not overlook the influence of Constantinople,
a centre of attraction to students and intellectuals. It seems above
all to have been noted for its medical school, to which many
passages in the works of Gregory of Tours make reference.
In short, the invasions did not modify the character of the
intellectual life in the basin of the western Mediterranean. If we
cannot say that literature continued to flourish, it did at least
continue to vegetate, in Rome, Ravenna, Carthage, and Toledo,
and in Gaul, although no new element made its appearance until
the moment when the influence of the Anglo-Saxons began to
make itself felt. The decadence of this literature was manifest, but
the old tradition survived. Since there were still writers, there
must still have been a public to read them, and even a compara-
tively scholarly public. The poets flattered the Germanic king as
they formerly flattered the Emperor. Except that they were more
insipid, they repeated the same themes.
This intellectual life, which preserved die traditions of antiquity,
must have continued into the 7th century, since Pope Gregory
the Great reproached Didier, Bishop of Vienne, with giving all
his time to grammar, and in Spain there were historians of some
merit up to the time of the Arab conquest.
But the contribution of the Germans to this life of die intellect
was nil.3
1 The Visigothic literature is superior to that of the other Germans,
according to manitius, Geschichte der Christlich-Lateinische Poesie, p. 402.
* Re the character of the Prankish culture, see h. pirenne, De rtiat de
rtnstruction des Idques a l^poque merovingienne, revue benedictine, April-July,
1934, p. 165.
8 If, with bbert, we are to find a reflection of the Germanic soul in the
work of Fortunatus, we shaD certainly have to see it a priori. See jl buchnm,
op. cit.t p. 84.
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